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Google, open source vendors join for cloud managed services [4]

Google's New Cloud Moves Play to Key Strengths and Address One Big Weakness [5]

Google slams public cloud rivals over 'mistreatment' of open source community [6]

Google fellow offers insight into Anthos, future strategy with open source [7]

Google announces strategic partnerships with data-centric open source companies [8]

Google Ups Ante Against AMZN, MSFT & IBM in Open-Source Game [9]

Google Takes a Friendlier Path to Open Source Than Amazon [10]

Google Takes On Amazon With Open Source Ecosystem [11]

Google Extends Olive Branch to Open Source Tech [12]

Google Cloud makes a big open-source move: Managed databases from Redis Labs, MongoDB, and Elastic coming soon[13]

Google Cloud?s new CEO on gaining customers, startups, supporting open source and more[14]

Google Cloud's Open Source Partnership Program: 5 Things To Know [15]

Google Cloud woos the open source crew with cash-rich kisses for coder's compute time [16]

Google is challenging Amazon in the cloud by partnering with open-source companies instead of competing with them [17]

Google Cloud gives open-source data vendors a break. Will that save open source? [18]

Interview: Google Cloud CEO Thomas Kurian on open source, AWS, and working with the military[19]

Google Cloud expands partnerships with open source companies [20]

Diving into Google Cloud Next and the future of the cloud ecosystem [21]

Google Cloud announces new regions, open source partnerships, and Cloud Run [22]

Google Cloud announces 7 open source partners, Seoul and Salt Lake City regions [23]

Google Cloud Partners With Open Source Firms To Take On Amazon - News Daily [24]

Google Boosts Its Cloud Platform With 7 New Open-Source Partners [25]

At Google, women power the rise of Kubernetes [26]

Google hopes Cloud Code encourages developers to deploy their apps to Kubernetes [27]

Google Cloud makes some strong moves to differentiate itself from AWS and Microsoft [28]

Google launches Cloud Code to make cloud-native development easier [29]

Google today launched a set of plugins for popular development environments like IntelliJ and
Visual Studio Code that promise to make building cloud-native applications significantly
easier. You can?t say ?cloud-native? without saying Kubernetes, so it?s no surprise that the
focus here is on helping developers build, debug and deploy their code to a Kubernetes cluster
right from their IDE.
Typically, Google argues, developers edit, compile and debug their code locally. That?s often
just fine, but it can also create issues when the production environment doesn?t quite match
the local one. But building containers comes with its own challenges ? and nobody really
enjoys writing YAML files by hand just to test code. Indeed, the promise here is that the
developer doesn?t have to write a single line of YAML.
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